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Foreword
Global Insights: 

China’s 2023  

“Two Sessions”

It is barely five months since the 20th Party Congress, but China has already changed so much 

and so quickly. 

Domestically, the country and its 1.4 billion people have finally emerged from the pandemic. Since 

restrictions were removed in January, everyone living in China and those now visiting – colleagues and 

clients, including top global CEOs – clearly feel that business is returning to normal. Meanwhile, the debate 

about how the government should further stimulate the economy and revitalize growth continues. 

Internationally, recent geo-political events have further complicated U.S.-China relations, while major 

European countries continue to revisit and refine their China strategy – seeking ways to engage with China 

as both a partner and economic competitor. This is the context of the 2023 “Two Sessions” which, coming 

just after the first anniversary of the Ukraine war, made China’s most important domestic political event also 

one of the most watched internationally. 

For global businesses and MNCs in China, we are seeing continued interest and a desire to grow “in China, 

for China” given its size, potential, innovation power and talent pool across many sectors. Equally if not 

more noticeably, business leaders are increasingly asking for more advice about how to de-risk their China 

operations and better manage their reputation in today’s complex global environment. Chinese President Xi 

and Premier Li have reaffirmed to the world that China remains open and supportive for foreign investment. 

At the same time, they highlight the importance of national security and self-reliance in the face of existing 

and potential difficulties. 

Gaining knowledge about China and winning support across audiences, both in China and at home, in such 

a fast-moving and interconnected world is more challenging but important than ever. As the strategic 

advisor for the stakeholder economy, we are pleased to provide you with our unique, global perspective on 

China’s future course, and hope the analysis and advice from our teams on the ground and outside will help 

you navigate the year ahead.

Paul Yang

Partner, Head of China
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Goodbye Covid, Hello Economy

While the Government Work Report and subsequent announcements 

aimed to revive confidence in China’s economic direction, the key 

statistics speak to a sense of realism around the current situation and 

a recognition of the immense challenges the country faces in 2023.

Global Insights: 

China’s 2023  

“Two Sessions”

Poverty Alleviation – % of 1.4 billion population ‘”lifted out of poverty”

7%

Digital Economy – Output of “new industries and business models” as % of GDP

17%

Science and Tech – Contribution of “scientific and tech progress” to growth

60%

Micro and Small Businesses – Annual rate of increase in inclusive loans

24%

This year’s work report dedicated comparatively less space to 

outlining key tasks and priorities, giving more flexibility to 

incoming Premier Li Qiang. So, in his farewell speech, outgoing 

Premier Li Keqiang largely focused on his (and China’s) record 

over the last five years. What were some of the highlights?

Li Keqiang’s Swan Song

~5%
GDP growth target

Compared to 3% in 

2022. Deficit-to-GDP 

ratio projected at 3% 

for 2023

~5.5%
Urban unemployment

12 million new urban 

jobs will be created to 

maintain this target, 

and drive consumption

7.2%
Defence budget rise 

Boosting combat 

readiness is the focus 

(Taiwan not directly 

referenced)

China’s GDP target should be reached with little effort, but the 

government clearly wants to rebuild credibility and allow for any future 

challenges, given additional fiscal or monetary support appear to be 

off the cards for now. The burden of generating growth will fall more 

on domestic consumption. Whether or not Chinese consumers will be 

willing to open their (digital) wallets is another matter.

The Government Work Report at a Glance
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2023 Macroeconomic and Business Analysis

― Policy continuity. Confidence building. Economic growth. In our view these are the three key macro and 

business themes for international investors and companies from the “Two Sessions”. This economic 

messaging echoes the development priorities of the 20th Party Congress and the 2022 Central Economic Work 

Conference, firming up the economic path through 2023 and well into China’s “new era”. The GDP growth target 

of “around 5%” disappointed some market observers, who questioned China’s growth ambition. Some hawkish 

commentators also pointed to later remarks by President Xi Jinping on the need to balance “security” with 

“development”, which they implied would push economic growth to take a back seat.

― But China has big ambitions guided by longer-term policy directions such as “Common Prosperity” and 

“Dual Circulation” and the mission to “build a great modern socialist country” – none of which can be achieved 

without stable and sustainable growth. “Around 5%” should be considered the minimum level that will be 

tolerated.

― The nature of growth, however, may start to look different – and could benefit businesses in key 

sectors, as we’ll explore. Analysts are expecting limited monetary and fiscal intervention – leaving more of the 

burden on domestic consumption and investment in industries that advance high-quality development and 

stronger self-reliance in advanced technology. The government has made a point of saying the right things to 

start winning back skeptical private enterprises and MNCs as the country continues to pursue high quality 

growth. Notably, new Premier Li Qiang promised to “create an environment where private companies can 

thrive”, while the Government Work Report pledged more equal treatment of foreign companies in China. 

― Yet while business and investor sentiment is starting to improve, it may take something more to inspire 

outright confidence. To stimulate more investment and business activity, the government must start to deliver 

on its promises quickly. After three years of economic uncertainty triggered by Covid and rising geopolitical 

tensions, 2023 will be a crucial year for getting the economy back on track.

Global Insights: 

China’s 2023  

“Two Sessions”



Key Government and Economic Appointments
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Xi Jinping was elected for a 

precedent-breaking third term as 

President. He is the architect for 

China’s overall development vision 

and master economic decision 

maker. Now that his key allies have 

been appointed across the most 

important party and government 

roles, implementation of his vision 

for China (and what that means for 

foreign businesses) will commence 

at full speed. 

Xi Jinping

President

Han Zheng, who previously served as 

executive vice-premier with a focus 

on foreign affairs, was appointed 

Vice-President. Han was Shanghai’s 

party secretary until 2017, where he 

accumulated experience in handling 

foreign diplomats and investors. He 

was also responsible for the 

establishment of the Greater Bay 

Area (GBA) and oversaw Hong Kong 

affairs during the protests.

Li Qiang, a trusted associate of Xi 

Jinping, was elevated to Premier. 

His appointment has been decisive. 

Li has a proven track record in the 

economic hubs of Zhejiang and 

Shanghai of promoting market 

reforms and welcoming foreign 

business investment. But he was 

also the architect of the Shanghai 

lockdown which wreaked economic 

havoc and is considered to be a 

policy enforcer above all else.

He Lifeng, a current Politburo 

member, has been named Vice 

Premier in charge of financial and 

economic affairs. He is considered 

one of Xi Jinping’s closest 

associates and has known him for 

40 years. As the former head of the 

National Development and Reform 

Commission, the powerful economic 

planner, he was instrumental in 

promoting the Belt and Road 

Initiative. 

Han Zheng  

Vice-President

Li Qiang

Premier

He Lifeng

Vice-Premier

Economic Captains Retained In a surprise announcement, central bank Governor Yi Gang, Finance Minister Liu Kun and Commerce 
Minister Wang Wentao all kept their roles for another term. These pragmatic decisions align with our view that during a period of economic 
uncertainty the government will pursue policy continuity – and needs a safe pair of hands to help them deliver.

Global Insights: 

China’s 2023  

“Two Sessions”
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Main Changes to Government Structure

Major government restructuring plans every five years are usual at the start of a new cabinet’s 

term. This year, the most notable changes were to be found in the regulation of the financial 

system, science and technology, and data.

―Financial Regulation: The status and importance of the two regulators in charge of 

banking/insurance and securities will be both elevated in China’s bureaucracy. The newly 

upgraded China Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission (CBRIC) – to be known as the 

National Financial Regulatory Administration (NFRA) – and China Securities Regulatory 

Commission (CSRC) will be government bodies under the State Council. Both will have more 

power to regulate financial institutions and negotiate with counterparts. 

―Strengthening Pursuit of Advanced Technology: The Ministry of Science and Technology is 

being streamlined, allowing MOST to focus on orchestrating nationwide initiatives and 

formulating strategic policies as China pursues more self-reliance in critical technology. Even 

with such backing, MOST will still rely on efficient private enterprises to achieve breakthroughs.

―Driving a Digital China: A much-anticipated National Data Bureau will be established to 

coordinate the digitization of government services, including data application and sharing, 

improvement of internet infrastructure, and the development of a digital economy and society. 

The key question is how much regulatory authority it will exert, particularly on data privacy.

― IP Protection: And in a move that looks like a nod to improving the business environment and 

encouraging innovation, the State Intellectual Property Office will be moved from being a 

national bureau managed by the State Administration for Market Regulation to an institution 

directly under the State Council. Both foreign and domestic private enterprises stand to benefit.

Oliver (with Kevin to 

review)

Global Insights: 

China’s 2023  

“Two Sessions”
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The View from… Beijing 

The “Two Sessions” this year should be viewed as the implementation stage of the 20th 

Party Congress and the Central Economic Work Conference. In President Xi’s report at 

congress, he said China “has entered a period of development in which strategic opportunities, 

risks, and challenges are concurrent and uncertainties and unforeseen factors are rising”. 

Previous statements always emphasized China being in a period of strategic opportunities. 

Furthermore, the Central Economic Work Conference proposed that China’s economic policy 

goal and priority is to “prioritize stability while pursuing progress”. All announcements from the 

“Two Sessions” can be seen as an extension of these principles: 5% GDP growth goal, 

government institutional reform plan, uptick in national defense budget. All these polices are 

intended to push the Chinese economy back to its normal growth trajectory while maintaining 

a secure and stable bottom line. Private and foreign businesses in China are expected to 

benefit from a more favorable operational environment this year, although there may still be 

some bumps in the road. New Premier Li Qiang certainly won plaudits for his debut press 

conference, with his down-to-earth style and deep insights into China’s most developed 

coastal regions. However, whether his administration can navigate strong and continued risks 

and headwinds, and effectively implement such policy, will only be known in time. 

Kevin Ma

Managing Director

Beijing

Global Insights: 

China’s 2023  

“Two Sessions”



The View from… Washington
Global Insights: 

China’s 2023  

“Two Sessions”

Sarah Trister

Director

Washington D.C.

We can expect a bipartisan focus on U.S.-China relations, Chinese military activity, and 

Chinese business and technology developments for the remainder of 2023 and 

beyond. In the new Congress, there has been increased interest from both Republicans and 

Democrats in oversight and legislation related to China. The Biden Administration has 

repeatedly said that it is pursuing a framework of “competition, not conflict” with China, but it 

has taken steps to reduce U.S. contributions to China’s technological advancement, including 

an executive order preventing U.S. companies from exporting chips and chipmaking 

equipment to China. Congress passed, and Biden signed into law, the “CHIPS and Science 

Act” in August 2022 to boost investments in domestic semiconductor research, development, 

and production and dilute the reliance on Chinese manufacturing in the semiconductor supply 

chain. More restrictions on China and support to key U.S. industry sectors are anticipated in 

the coming months. Earlier this year, the U.S. House of Representatives voted nearly 

unanimously to create a new “Select Committee on the Strategic Competition Between the 

United States and the Chinese Communist Party.” For its part, the Biden administration has 

indicated that it is finalizing an executive order to increase transparency and potentially limit 

U.S. investments inside China, likely focused on artificial intelligence and quantum computing.
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The View from… Amsterdam 
Global Insights: 

China’s 2023  

“Two Sessions”

Tim van der Zanden

Partner

Amsterdam

As a large European economy with a thriving tech ecosystem and attractive business climate, 

The Netherlands has built significant commercial relations with China: one in four of containers 

at the port of Rotterdam arrives from China, famous Dutch brands are in high demand in 

China, and Chinese companies choose The Netherlands as their European hub. However, like 

many other EU countries, Sino-Dutch commercial and business relations are changing. Where 

previously it was characterised by the confluence of the Dutch merchant mindset and China’s 

opening to the world, it is now underpinned by growing restraints and stakeholder concerns 

due to geopolitical tensions. This was most recently manifested in the Dutch government’s 

move to join Japan and the US in stopping the export of the most modern technology to 

manufacture semi-conductors to China. Moreover, a new Dutch foreign investment screening 

mechanism takes aim specifically at investments by non-EU actors in industries that are 

defined as critical to Dutch security and the economy. An investment into a high-tech company, 

or a vital supplier in sectors such as logistics, for example in the port of Rotterdam, could 

potentially come under scrutiny. The Dutch will continue to try and strike a proportionate 

balance between commercial interests and geopolitical restraints. Navigating this new 

reality will be a serious test for companies active in both markets.
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The View from… Tokyo
Global Insights: 

China’s 2023  

“Two Sessions”

Dan Bogler

Managing Director

Tokyo

There have been some positive takeaways for Japanese policymakers from the “Two 

Sessions”. Most importantly, Beijing appears to be toning down its rhetoric around the Taiwan 

question, worried perhaps that increasing pressure would only help the Democrats in Taiwan’s 

presidential election next year. For Tokyo, any de-escalation of this potentially catastrophic 

hotspot, indeed any relaxation of U.S.-China tension generally is hugely welcome. Meanwhile, 

Japan is surprisingly sanguine about China’s acceleration of defense spending, seeing it more 

as an admission of military weakness than strength and pointing to Russia’s experience in 

Ukraine as proof that size does not always matter most. However, Tokyo’s primary concern 

– barring outright war – remains economic. China is not only a key customer of Japan’s 

still-formidable machinery sector but also a vital manufacturing base, even though 

supply chains are being rapidly reorganized. A 5% growth target, while superficially 

disappointing is fine if that means debt levels are kept in check. The same goes for fiscal 

stimulus: Japanese industry would love more Chinese infrastructure projects but understands 

that boosting consumer spending and capital markets reform are more important for long-term 

sustainable growth. If Beijing gets that equation right, much diplomatic and political posturing 

can be forgiven.
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The View from… Dubai
Global Insights: 

China’s 2023  

“Two Sessions”

Mujtaba Karimi

Associate Director

Dubai

Shariza Baranyanka

Senior Associate

Dubai

While the relationship between the Middle Kingdom and the Arabian Gulf countries was not at 

the top of the agenda during the “Two Sessions”, in his remarks to the media on the sidelines, 

Foreign Minister Qin Gang highlighted China’s intended role in the Middle East as “a facilitator 

for peace and stability, a cooperative partner for development and prosperity, and an enabler 

for building strength through unity”. This pledge was almost immediately borne out by the 

surprise announcement that the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Iran were restoring diplomatic 

ties, in a deal brokered by China. Qin’s comments reflect the long-standing relationship 

between China and the Middle East. Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates in particular 

regard China as a reliable partner with whom they have stable and friendly relations. Both 

Middle Eastern powerhouses’ long-term development visions align with China’s economic 

goals in the region. While the UAE and Saudi Arabia are focused on diversifying their 

economies and reducing their dependence on oil, China is looking to expand its economic ties 

with the region through initiatives such as the Belt and Road Initiative. This shared focus on 

economic development presents opportunities for cooperation in areas such as 

infrastructure development, clean energy, trade, and investment.
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The View from… Capital Markets
Global Insights: 

China’s 2023  

“Two Sessions”

Ginny Wilmerding

Partner

New York

New Premier Li Qiang’s media briefing on Monday March 13 was generally well received by 

investors, some of whom told the media they regard him as pro-growth and market friendly, 

offering some tailwinds to future equity performance. This followed a mixed reaction to 

financial measures announced earlier in the “Two Sessions”, when Chinese mutual funds 

suffered their biggest net outflows in two and a half years. In the near term, many foreign 

investors remain guarded due to concerns about structural issues in the Chinese economy, 

such as in the property sector. While China’s reopening post-pandemic is a positive 

signal, investors are likely to be slow to increase their China allocation to pre-pandemic 

levels. High levels of cautiousness are particularly acute among US investors, where fund 

allocations have been shifting more dramatically. Nonetheless, we are seeing some of that 

reversing already with large US institutional investors indicating that they remain constructive 

on Chinese stocks where they see value opportunities on the back of the reopening. This past 

week, the collapse of Silicon Valley Bank also shook the confidence of Chinese PE and VC 

investors as well as Chinese startups who used US tech financing. Despite the US 

government bailout many Chinese companies and funds say they are moving foreign currency 

deposits to China or Singapore. 
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China’s Industrial Balancing Act

Despite the absence of the term “Common Prosperity” in the Government Work 

Report, the official line on growth continues to highlight quality over quantity 

and achieving economic balance regionally and across sectors.

―China will try to reinvigorate domestic demand by encouraging big-ticket 

purchases like cars and the development of omnichannel and e-commerce 

retail. Strategic industries such as healthcare, electric vehicles and new 

energy including solar and wind remain top priorities.

―Post-Covid, Beijing will ramp up efforts to attract foreign investment. 

MNCs are being encouraged to build regional HQs in China, demonstrating 

China’s desire to remain seen as a key global player. The China International 

Import Expo, China International Consumer Products Expo, Canton Fair and 

China International Fair for Trade in Services also remain events that firms 

should participate in to demonstrate their China commitment.

―The Greater Bay Area continues to be a priority hub for accelerated 

economic growth in southern China. President Xi Jinping called for high-

quality yet autonomous development for both Hong Kong and Macau under 

the “One Country, Two Systems” model, and highlighted the need to better 

integrate these regions into national plans.

In the next section, we will deep dive into specific sectors to see which policy 

levers are being pulled to try and drive growth and support overall goals.

Global Insights: 

China’s 2023  

“Two Sessions”
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Beijing is looking to consumption to help deliver its growth goals and has 

announced various measures, such as supporting the services sector, 

promoting domestic tourism, stimulating purchases of big-ticket items like 

cars, and encouraging people to spend more on e-commerce platforms 

and consume in a green and sustainable fashion. Premier Li Qiang also 

highlighted, in his first media appearance, that “going forward, the focus 

will be shifted toward delivering a life of better quality for the people.” Amid 

a period of heightened consumer anxiety, stabilising prices and 

employment is key to rebuilding confidence: keeping urban unemployment 

at “about 5.5%”, creating 12 million new jobs and boosting disposable 

incomes. Also important will be the growth of the rising “home economy” 

and emerging consumption forms domestically, alongside the resumption 

of cross-board travel. The government will try to further instill confidence by 

demonstrating China is fully open again. February data show signs of a 

rebound in retail sales but it’s too early to tell how long this will last.

Global Insights: 

China’s 2023  

“Two Sessions”

No Consumption Boost 
Without Confidence

Sector Analysis – Consumer
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Energy security was a key topic again this year, with a continued push for 

coal as part of a short-term energy transition. The target to reduce energy 

intensity (energy consumption per unit of GDP) was set this year at around 

2%. This conservative target signals the intention to support economic 

recovery and allow for any severe energy shortages as in 2022. China 

approved the largest expansion of coal power plants last year since 2015. 

As a result, China’s ability to meet its climate commitments will become 

more complicated and costly. Nonetheless, clean energy, which comprises 

more than 25% of China’s total energy consumption last year, continues to 

be a key element of its energy policies. Already a global leader in wind and 

solar power, China will provide more funding for new clean energy projects, 

including technology-propelled industrial upgrading. While some are 

concerned that decarbonization will take a back seat in 2023, China will not 

change its overarching goal of achieving carbon neutrality before 2060. 

However, energy transition will be a long and complex process. 

Global Insights: 

China’s 2023  

“Two Sessions”

Energy Security or a 
Low-Carbon Future?

Sector Analysis – Energy & Environment
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Widening access to foreign financial institutions is now a priority for the 

new Premier’s administration. The government will support landmark 

foreign-funded projects, expand market access, continue to open the 

modern services sector, and ensure “national treatment” for foreign 

companies. Strong signals were also sent through the major regulatory 

reforms announced during the week. Notably, the reform will restructure 

the historical split responsibilities among People’s Bank of China (PBOC) 

and other bodies to align with international best practice – the “twin peaks” 

model. Meanwhile, the PBOC will concentrate on macroprudential 

regulation and NFRA and CSRC will cover conduct regulation. The most 

important change however came after the “Two Sessions” – the 

announcement of a Central Finance Commission and Central Finance 

Work Commission. Both are party organizations, possibly overseen by 

President Xi directly, representing a significant shift in the way economic 

security is managed.

Global Insights: 

China’s 2023  

“Two Sessions”

Instilling Confidence in                                       
China’s Financial Institutions

Sector Analysis – Financial Services
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Although the auto industry did not get much of a mention in the 

Government Work Report, we did learn that as a result of reductions and 

exemptions on vehicle purchase tax, New Electric Vehicle (NEV) sales 

surged by 93.4% in 2022, and that the number of cars in use in China now 

tops 300million, up 46.7% in five years. The most interesting auto 

discussions happened in the margins, with suggestions mooted around 

improving EV charging standards, autonomous driving regulation, and 

establishing more robust data security safeguards. From a policy 

perspective, the clear short-term priority however is continuing to support 

NEV consumption in line with wider efforts to get Chinese families 

spending again. The Ministry of Commerce announced separately that new 

policies and measures will be actively introduced in 2023, including 

promoting NEVs in rural areas and improving the charging infrastructure, 

while notably it will also expand the circulation of used cars. With a global 

price war looming, the market is about to become even more competitive.

Global Insights: 

China’s 2023  

“Two Sessions”
Sector Analysis - Mobility

New Electric Vehicles a Key 
Driver of Consumption Growth
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China will continue to promote industrial upgrading from low to mid/ high-

level manufacturing, launch tech innovation projects, and build more 

international and regional innovation centres. Private enterprise also 

received some rare attention, in particular the tech sector, with outgoing 

Premier Li noting that the government will promote the development of the 

platform economy, to drive employment and entrepreneurship, expand the 

consumer market, and innovate production models. China will also 

accelerate the development of the Industrial Internet, build up digital 

industries, such as integrated circuits and artificial intelligence, and 

enhance technological innovation and software and hardware supply 

capacities. There were even pledges to strengthen intellectual property 

rights protection, to allay concerns over IP theft and forced tech transfers. 

To reinforce these policies, the Science and Technology Ministry will be 

restructured to focus on achieving technological breakthroughs, optimizing 

sci-tech innovation, and ultimately achieving self-reliance in technology.

Global Insights: 

China’s 2023  

“Two Sessions”

Striving for Self-Reliance in 
Science and Technology

Sector Analysis - Technology
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The Way Forward – Considerations for MNCs 
Global Insights: 

China’s 2023  

“Two Sessions”

―Economic growth is THE priority. Above all else China is seeking a stable and sustainable 

economy to achieve its broader development goals, including to be more “secure”. But growth 

can only be achieved with a confident private sector, highlighting a critical role for MNCs in both 

supporting China’s economic agenda as well telling a more nuanced and realistic China story 

amid growing global tensions. This however requires careful management of associated risks 

and a need to address the shared and different interests of stakeholders in China and at home.

―Policy volatility is still a possibility, especially as the party expands and the state retreats. 

Major government restructuring and appointment of senior leaders with less experience than 

previous cohorts means the machinery of government will take time to get going. In this initial 

stage, and with the centralization of economic decision making in fewer hands dominated by the 

party, we can expect deviation from stated plans, especially if growth takes longer to kick-start. 

MNCs should fully use this transition period for continued engagement with stakeholders, while 

closely monitoring how government restructuring will take shape, emerging policy details and the 

impact they have on the regulatory environment, business strategy and stakeholder landscape. 

―Finally, a Premier with influence? Observers are divided if Li Qiang is just a “yes” man or if his 

relationship with Xi Jinping gives him space to push back and have a stronger voice in the 

economy, one which advances the private sector. We may have more clarity in the coming 

weeks, with much-anticipated events like the China Development Forum and Bo’ao Forum for 

Asia offering an opportunity for Li and China’s leaders to engage with visiting global CEOs and 

perhaps heed any advice they offer. Also watch how China celebrates the 45th anniversary of its 

reform and opening up policy and positions the role that MNCs will play moving forward. 
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The Way Forward – Key Recommendations
Global Insights: 

China’s 2023  

“Two Sessions”

Considering the rapidly shifting external landscape, pressing economic priorities, major changes to 

regulatory bodies, and the re-embrace of private and foreign businesses, we outline some key 

recommendations on strategic communications in 2023 and beyond.

Effectively tell and advocate your China story across markets and cultures. It is now much 

easier for senior leaders and teams to travel to China and vice versa, providing an opportunity to 

better align on how to articulate your China story and address related issues, to promote and 

protect the company’s reputation across ALL stakeholder groups in respective markets. Besides 

internal engagement, it is important to bring in external points of view and data points to help 

assess opportunities and better understand multiple risk factors and how to handle them.

Focus on your customers… Given new policy priorities, develop a holistic approach to ensure 

your brand, product and service offerings, as well as your communications, remain relevant to the 

Chinese market. As the boundaries between sectors become even more blurred, and sectors 

themselves are re-defined through innovation and digitalization, it is also very important for MNCs 

to constantly look beyond their silo to the entire ecosystem to develop new ideas for doing 

business, forming partnerships, and communicating in China.

… and most importantly nurture your talent. We are seeing the growing importance of attracting 

and retaining the talent needed to further localize, innovate, and even enter new market segments. 

Communications play a critical role in aligning the internal and external environment, particularly 

when your stakeholders now have higher expectations on how companies/employers position 

themselves and act on important societal issues such as DEI and ESG.

1
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